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Social Network is an interactive online network on the web for creating bonds and making new
connections. It is about bringing together people from across the world hailing from different social
backgrounds or culture. The concept of social networking started off with the aim of providing the
perfect platform for making friends, sharing photos, videos, files, news feeds, recent status updates
and other such interactive process or applications. Social network is a popular online medium to find
friends or get in touch with that lost friend of yours, reuniting with old school friends, establishing
potential business connections and networking with acquaintances on the web.

Social network sites in itself is a path-breaking technology that has taken the virtual world by storm.
It is a unique and innovative process for enabling social interactions on a public as well as personal
level through the update feature which allows public sharing and in-built chat facility is meant for
private interactions. These social networking sites also have the advanced search features in order
to find friends online including those existing family members on such sites. These social sites has
proved to be an effective medium for keeping a track of the lives of your near or dear ones and
keeping in touch with them at the same time.    

A Social Network helps in creating an online network which allows people to indulge in online social
activities. Through such social sites, one can not make friends online but also can find people with
similar interests, hobbies or passion. The popularity of social networking sites have reached a new
height with the prominent online sites like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Myspace, Ning, Google
Plus+, Tagged, Orkut, hi5, myyearbook, Meetup, Badoo, bebo, mylife, Friendster and others. The
easy to connect feature and user-friendliness of such social networking sites have been an added
advantage in making the world seem a smaller place.

A Social Network is known for its online features like upload pictures, videos, various updates, game
applications and other essential options. These social interactive sites are informative and
interesting alternative for people of all age groups. All that one needs to do to become a member of
such online social sites is to create a login ID and sign up as a new member or user. Thereby he or
she has to fill in all the details including those related to personal, professional and social
information. Hereafter, upload a profile picture for better identification and authenticity of your
profile.      

Your profile page will represent your online identify and updating a profile photo, will make it easier
for your online friends to locate or find you on the World Wide Web. This is subject to a particular
online social site. From birthday reminders, notifications, event invitations, online communities,
business, occupation, education, hobbies and interests, your profile page will showcase all the
necessary details about you. The other forms of such networking are Forums, Blogs, Micro-
Blogging, PhotoSharing, Video Sharing and Bookmarking which enables the process of online
interaction or creation of online friend circle.
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